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SOUTH EASTERN MELBOURNE
Due to the urban expansion, Melbourne has radial shaped metro
system which it starts from inner city loop then spreads out to
suburbs. There are three train lines are running on Southeast side of
the Melbourne, Frankston, Pakenham and Cranbourne. These lines
are accross the heart of each suburbs and distracts local traffics
which it creates big traffic issues. Therefore city of Melbourne begain
rail removal project and the lands which rail occupied, could return
to public. This design proposal is using this no-one owned land to
give benefits to public as well as local residents by creating healthy
production and consuming system. The technologies has made it
easier for people to get their food goods easier but people do start to
concerns about what they bring on the table and eat. This proposal
will explore healthy food production system as well as public facilities
to create benefits to public and surrounding community.
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Right. Linear park with aeroponic house, towards Caulfield station.
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RAIL CROSSING TRAFFICS

The average vehicle traffics on Grange road
and Koornang road is approximetatly 7,400
and 8,300 cars per day.Trains passing this
site is every 4-6 mins on week day, 7-13
mins on weekends

DESIGN PROPOSAL

By placing aeroponics under the skyrail,
people can easily access it from stations
and their homes. Producing foods on
aeroponics and distributes near the station
could give the most ideal system.

RAIL CROSSING TRAFFICS

The significant site characteristic would be
skyrails above which it creates shadow most
of the day and very narrow, approximetly 16
meters width.

EFFICIENCY
CURRENT FOOD SYSTEM

The rapid technology development lead us
to grow foods without soils, suns and less
spaces. By using aeroponics people do not
have to cut down trees, know where and
how their foods are produced.

FORM
FINDING
Aeroponics are
mostly
built with light weight Having geometry shaped building, the
PRIVATE / PUBLIC
structure which it can eaily built and form building itself provides potensials of using
many shapes. With this site, Carnegie is different programs.
mostly surrounded by residential buildings,
which this design forms are referances.

Even this site has the most narrowest width how food is produced. This design proposal
USE OF LAND
amongst railway project, aeroponics still is suggested to build with light weighted
can provide spaces for other programs structure, which it can be assembled and
such as food co-op, entertainment spaces disassembled easily. The site landscaping
and public parks. This design proposal will reflects to surrounded site context. For
will become a hub of interaction between example, when residential building backyard
the producers of food and its consumers. meets to the site, the grass extends inside
Community accessed aeroponics will the site. Commercial buildings next to the
locates along under the skyrail, which it will site will accomodate relative programmed
promote agritourism and provoke interest in buildings

During the day, the greens on the
a e r o p o n i c s DAY
w i l l / sNIGHT
often down the
atmostphere from the concrete structures
and at night, the lights inside the aeroponics
will shine the skyrail. The colors of the
aeroponics will be varied depend on the
kinds of food currently produced inside the
aeroponic.

The
site hasDISTRIBUTION
limited access- point,
main
PROGRAM
FOODthe
CO-OP
access will be from the Carnegie station
and the Koornang road. The site will meet
to another road approximatly 1km away
from the Carnegie station. Unofficial ways to
access the site could possible by accessing
via officeworks carpark.

FarPROGRAM
distance DISTRIBUTION
from the Carnegie
station,
- LEISURE
there will be very limited access (only from
the officeworks carpark and houses) placing
aeroponics and public facilities to build
production system to support food co-op as
well as providing a space for public to relax
and enjoying the railway corirdoor park.

Right. Interior view of Aeroponic house
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Along
the Koornang
road, compactly
filled
PROGRAM
DISTRIBUTION
- COMMUNITY
with resturants and retails shops which it is
the most active road in Carnegie. Along the
Dandenong road and retail shops, there are
commercial buildings are located. Placing
food co-op module along the Koornang
to make a consistant street program and
community facilities behind to follow up the
surrounding program.

Perforated roof with organic pattern
Lights will distributed though this pattern and
creates shadows ounder the skyrail
Aeroponic light (LED)
Diagonal brace

Aeroponic

Standard
Base collar
Adjustable base

Above. Backyard view
Above right. Sharing spaces for community
Below. Axonometric of typical building structure
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Plants which it grows in aeroponics will use artificial
lights (LED). Depends on the types of food growing,
the light color will varied.
The roof and stair steps will be perforated with this
pattern which it referances the steem and structure of
a leaf. Via this pattern, the LED light for aeroponics will
glowing and highlights under the skyrail.
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PROPOSING PLAN OF CARNEGIE
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Aeroponic House
+ Public Garden

Diagram Scale NTS / Section Scale 1:500
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Theatre

Diagram Scale NTS / Section Scale 1:500

Aeroponic House
+ Sport Court

Diagram Scale NTS / Section Scale 1:250

Public Garden
+ Learning Aeroponic Space

Diagram Scale NTS / Section Scale 1:500
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Kids Playground
+ Public Sharable Space

Diagram Scale NTS / Section Scale 1:500
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Food Co-operative

Diagram Scale NTS / Section Scale 1:500
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Exhibition building in early night

